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Abstract

Using the basic muon spin rotation technique, the fractions of

energetic positive muons thermalizing in diamagnetic environments (fp)

or as the paramagnetic muonium atom (fflu) have been measured in low

pressure pure gases (He, Ne, Ar, Kr, Xe, H2, N2, NH3 , and CHt,) as well

as in several gas mixtures (Ne/Xe, Ne/Ar, Ne/NHs, Ne/CHi,). In the pure

gases, the muonium fractions fflu are generally found to be smaller than

expected from analogous proton charge exchange studies, particularly in

the molecular gases. This is probably due to hot atom reactions of

muonium following the charge exchange regime. Comparisons with muonium

formation in condensed matter as well as positronium formation in gases

are also presented. In the gas mixtures, the addition of only a few

hundred ppm of a dopant gas, which is exothermic for muonium formation

(e.g. Xe), gives rise to an f^u characteristic of the pure dopant gas

itself, demonstrating the importance of the neutralization process right

down to thermal energies. In all cases, the experimental signal ampli-

tudes are found to be strongly pressure dependent, which is interpreted

in terms of the time spent by the muon as neutral muonium in the charge

exchange regime: tn < 0.2 ns. This time is generally shorter in the

case of molecular gases than in rare gases.

(submitted to Physical Review A)
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I. INTRODUCTION

Charge exchange is an important collision process relevant to under-

standing the behaviour of plasmas and controlled fusion, the design of

radiation detectors and studies of radiation damage. Although in recent

years the focus of charge exchange has shifted to the study of multiply

charged ions,1'2 it is still of interest to study the simplest charge ex-

change process, that between a singly charged ion and an atom or molecule,

particularly near thermal energies. The simplest ion is of course the

proton, and there have been a number of review articles in recent years on

both the experimental results3'"4 and theoretical calculations5'6 dealing

with proton charge exchange. With the exception of a few reports of

merged beam7 and flowing afterglow8 studies at or near thermal energies,

most of the data on proton charge exchange has been provided by transmission

experiments 3>lt'9 In that type of study an energetic H + (or H") beam of

typically >.] keV energy (although data down to ~20 eV are available in

selected cases1*) is passed through a gas target at low pressure (~10~3 torr) .

which is thin with respect to energy loss but thick with respect to charge

equilibrium. Hence, by detecting the neutral H atoms that pass through a

magnetic field, for example, the cross section ajg at energy E can be

found. The fraction of H atoms produced at this energy can then be obtained

from the ratio aio/(°io + a 0 1 ) . where OJO and ogi are the total cross

sections for electron pickup and loss, respectively.

The positive muon (y+) has perhaps a more esoteric origin than the

proton but its physical-chemical interactions with matter are identical to

the proton's, except for any differences arising from their respective iso-

topic masses, MM = 1/9 Mp. Muons are produced with kinetic energies of

k.\ MeV or greater, far larger than the energy regime of atomic interest.

During its slowing down process in matter, the M + undergoes charge exchange

with molecules X of the medium, u + + X ->• (p+e") + X+, in complete analogy

with proton charge exchange. The neutral mubnium atom (Mu) formed with

cross section 010 has as its nucleus a positive muon but otherwise can be

regarded simply as a light isotope of the hydrogen atom. 1 0" 1 2 The fraction

of muons that thermalize in matter as either "free" p + or as Mu atoms can

easily be measured and interpreted in terms of well-established concepts in

proton charge exchange.
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There are three basic things to be (earned from the present study:

(1) unlike the proton experiments, the \t+ beam stopa in the gas so that, in

principle, one is able to probe the regime of charge exchange on the

approach to thermal energies. In this regard, the information content is

similar to that available from protons as thick target yields.

(2) the observable signal for the amount of muonium formed is a strong

function of moderator pressure, which is interpretable in terms of the

total time spent by the muon in the charge exchange regime during its

thermalization process. The time can be calculated theoretically 9' 1 3

but is otherwise difficult to obtain in proton experiments.

(3) the present results provide information on hot atom processes which are

of fnterest for corr.parfson wfth similar studies in condensed media. Radia-

tion chemistry spur processes may play a major role in the condensed

phase11*'15 but are expected to be unimportant in the gas phase.

The earliest study of muonium formation and muonium chemistry in gases

was the work of Mobley et a£., 1 6 using conventional "backward" muons of

typically 125 MeV/c momentum, thereby necessitating the use of high

pressure (~A0 atm) targets. Later work by Stambaugh et al.17 and also by

Barnett et a Z . 1 8 concentrated on a study of muonium formation in gases,

again using relatively high energy muons and, in the case of Ref. 17, high

pressure targets. We have employed a surface muon beam 1 9' 2 0 which will

easily stop in a gas like argon at ~1 atm pressure. The present results,

all obtained at the TRIUMF (Tri-University Meson Facility) cyclotron at the

University of British Columbia, represent the first systematic study of y +

charge exchange and Mu formation in low pressure gases. Preliminary reports

primarily on the noble gases can be found in Refs. 21 and 22. More complete

data are presented here including results for the polyatomic gases, H2, N2,

CH4 and NH3, as well as results from gas mixtures.

II. EXPERIMENTAL

A. The pSR and MSR signals

Positive muons are produced with 100% longitudinal spin polarization23

which is maintained while the muon slows down until the onset of muonium

formation during a series of charge exchange cycles in the gas. The total

slowing down time of the vi+/Mu ensemble (from~2.5 MeV to 0.035 eV) is



about 30 ns at ] atm pressure in a gas like argon. Much later, with a mean

life T^ = 2.2 ys, the muon decays according to p+ "• e + VgVp in which

spatial parity is not conserved and the e +, which is detected in the experi-

ment, exits preferentially along the muon spin direction.23 In a transverse

magnetic field experiment, a counter system fixed in the plane of muon spin

precession will exhibit an enhanced probability for detecting the decay

positron each time the muon spin sweeps past. 1 1' 1 2' 2 4" 2 6 Hence a plot of

the number of detected positrons N(t) vs. time shows oscillatory behaviour.

A typical example of a muon spin rotation (pSR) spectrum is shown in Fig. 1

for muons in Ar gas at a pressure of 2.k atm in a transverse magnetic field

of 75 G, where the Larmor precession frequency of the muon, v^ = 1.01 MHz,

corresponds to a precession period of 990 ns. l-n the case of the paramag-

netic muonic atom, "triplet" Mu precesses in a weak transverse field 103

times faster than a diamagnetic muon; i.e. with half the electron's magnetic

moment. Figure 2 gives the N(t) spectrum for muoniurn spin rotation (MSR)

in the same target as in Fig. I but at 8 G where the Mu Larmor frequency,

v^u = 11.1 MHz, corresponds to a precession period of 102 ns. Data of the

type in Figs. I and 2 have the functional form:

N(t) = No e"
t/TMl+S(t)] + BG , (1)

where No is a normalization, TJJ = 2.197 vs is the muon lifetime, BG is a

time-independent background term and S(t) is the "signal" of interest,

defined (in low fields) by

S(t) = A M u e"
XM u t(cos« H ut+t M u) + Au e ' ^ c o s u ^ t - •„) , (2)

where A^, u)p, <t>p, Xp and A^u, <UMU, 4>MU>
 X M U are t h e amplitudes, frequencies,

initial phases and relaxation rates for the diamagnetic tnuon (Fig. 1) and

muonium (Fig. 2) signals, respectively. In Eq. (2), the transverse relaxa-

tion rate X = I/T2 is defined in analogy with NMR or ESR and corresponds to

the spin-spin interaction of the muon or Mu with its environment. Sample

MSR signals S(t) are given in Fig. 3 for Mu precession in Kr gas at two

pressures. The origin of the marked pressure dependence of the Mu amplitude

(often called "asymmetry"), a general feature of all gases studied, is

explained later. Similar results have been seen in Kr gas in a separate

study at LAMPF (Los Alamos Meson Physics Facility).27
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The experiment consists of stopp-ng a surface v+ beam (from the M20

channel of the TRIUMF cyclotron) in the gas target, collecting a histogram

of events and fitting it to Eqs. (1) and (2) to yield the parameters of

interest, principally Aflu, A^ and X. Often the relaxation of the MSR sig-

nal is the main focus of the experiment; X^u may either be due to chemical

reaction of the Mu atom 1 0" 1 2 >21* or to spin exchange with paramagnetic

molecules. 1 3' 2 8 The present study, however, focuses on the amplitudes A

and Amu since these are directly related to muonium formation in the gas;

the relaxations X^ and X M u in pure gases are dominated by field inhomogene-

ity effects. 1 3 The fraction of "free" muon f^, and of muonium f^u,

thermalizing in the gas are related to the measured amplitudes A^ and A M u by

f _ 2 AMu f,\
fMu ~ ^ : ( 3 )

where the muonium amplitude has been multiplied by two to account for the

unobserved antiparallei "singlet" fraction (classically, this does not pre-

cess). Defined in this way, f^u + f^ = I. The so-called "free" muon

amplitude is in fact most likely due to the formation of p + molecular ions.

The evidence for this will not be discussed here but lies in the observation

that the muon signal (Xy) relaxes noticeably upon the addition of a

"reactive" dopant gas (e.g. Xe in Ne) due to thermal muonium formation. 1 3' 2 1

The neutral fraction f^u can be compared with the corresponding fraction f^

estimated from proton charge exchange cross sections.3'1* For the Ar data

in Figs. 1 and 2 for example, f^ = 0.28 and f^u = 0.72; the fraction of

thermal H atoms expected from proton data is 0.85.

Considerable care was taken with the purity of the noble gases, parti-

cularly He and Ne. These were purified by passing them over an activated

charcoal trap at liquid N2 temperature or over hot titanium sponge or both.

In general, hot titanium proved to be the roost effective. One experiment

with high purity "research grade" Ne (99-99% impurities - <80 ppm He,

<15 ppm Nj, <3 ppm O2, H2O <2 ppm H 2) was also done in order to check the

efficiency of the purification procedure. The polyatomic gases were not

purified before use with the exception of H2, which was passed through an

activated charcoal trap at liquid nitrogen temperature.
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B. \i+ stopping distribution and wall effects

The mean range of a Ct.l MeV) surface y + beam is ~135 mg/cm2 (in Mylar)

with a range spread determined largely by the momentum resolution of the

channel.19 After traversing beam windows and defining counter, the residual

range is~80 mg/cm2 with a spread of ~20 mg/cm2 or. the M20 channel at

TRIUMF. This corresponds to a stopping distance of ~l(0± 1 5 cm in a gas like

AR at 1 atm pressure. The 75 cm long gas target vessel was positioned

near the center of a set of dual Helmholtz coils and the gas pressure ad-

justed to maximize the number of detected positrons.

Any muons initially scattered into the aluminum walls of the target

vessel can affect the calculation of the formation fraction of muonium

since such muons precess as free u+ with 100% of their initial polariza-

tion. It is important that these effects be understood and corrected for.

In both the present work and the earlier work by Stambaugh et al. ,17 it was

found that almost all of the scattering was due to the beam-defining

counter(s) and target entrance window, with multiple scattering from the

gas itself being negligible. In the present experiments the entrance window

was thin Mylar or Kapton (0.012 cm) and the beam-defining counter was

0.025 cm ofNE 102 scinti1lator. At sufficiently high target gas pressures

(e.g. ~2 atm N2) muons scattered from the entrance window are not able to

reach the walls of the target vessel. This was determined using air as the

target gas at different pressures. Since there is no muon or muonium signal

in air itself, any signal can only come from the walls; e.g., at an air

pressure of 0.4 atm, f^ = 0.07 ± 0.01 but at I atm, f^ = 0.02 ± 0.01.

Further corroborating experiments were done with a Mylar lining on the

inside of the vessel; Ay in Mylar is only 17% of that in Al. Since N2 and

air have essentially the same density, very accurate-wall corrections could

be made for N2 but in general such corrections can only be extrapolated to

other gases of widely differing densities and hence stopping distributions.

Nevertheless, these can be made with some confidence and are duly recorded

in the tables below. In the much higher pressure experiments of Stambaugh

et al. ,17 much thicker windows (0.6 cm Al) had to be used than in the presen

experiment. This causes severe scattering problems, which besides necessi-

tating rigorous corrections to the data reduces the useful signal.
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C. Absolute asymmetries and solid angle effects

The measured amplitudes of a typical uSR or MSR spectrum (e.g.

Figs. 1-3) are dependent on a number of experimental variables: beam line

optics, muon stopping distribution, counter geometry and solid angle and,

particularly, on the thickness of any accompanying degrader in the posi-

tron counters. This latter effect arises from the fact that the amplitude

Ay in \i+ •* e + v\T decay (Au ~ I + ap(E)cose) is a strong function of energy

as well as angle, obtaining its maximum value at 52.8 MeV when 6 = 0 . The

energy averaged value is <ajj(E)> = 1/3- 2 3» 2 5> 2 S The surface y + beam is

accompanied by beam positrons of the same momentum (29 MeV/c) which give

rise to random background events in the decay spectra. To effectively

remove these positrons about 5 cm of carbon absorber was placed in front of

the positron detectors. As a result, the maximum amplitude in a given

experiment is always empirically determined by a measurement of the y +SR

spectrum in a target where no u + depolarization occurs; an A] plate has

been used in the present experiments. The total absolute amplitude can be

defined by the fraction Aat,s = ATo(./AA] = (A^ + 2A M u)/A Aj where Ap and A^u

are the amplitudes in a given experiment and A^j is the maximum amplitude

possible, measured under identical conditions. This ratio will always be

<l; e.g., in Figs. 1 and 2, Aa(jS = 0.90. It should be noted that any wall

contributions to the observed muon amplitude, Ap(obs) must be corrected for.

The results of our experiments reveal a marked pressure dependence of

the absolute amplitudes in all gases studied. As the later discussion will

show, this pressure dependence (of the absolute asymmetries) is important

in understanding the overall time dependence of muoniurn formation in the

charge exchange regime. This is not an effect of the muon stopping distri-

bution on the solid angle for positron detection, as first suspected.22

Unlike experiments in condensed matter, where muons stop in a very well

defined region,12 »llt >15 the extended stopping distribution of the muon in

the gas phase may reduce the absolute signal amplitudes by phase averaging.

Monte Carlo calculations have been carried out to simulate the muon stopping

distribution and its random phase; for the counter geometry of our experi-

ments the predicted effect was .£10%. In addition, changing the experimental

solid angle by a factor of two made only a few per cent change in A,j(obs).

The maximum amplitude is always obtained with an Al plate in the center of

the gas target vessel; spreading out the muon stopping distribution by



placing 20 Al foils at intervals over a distance of 60 cm (target vessel

length 75 cm) also causes only a ]Q% reduction in Au. We can thus unequi-

vocally conclude that observed pressure-dependent amplitudes are due to

the muon's slowing down process itself and not significantly to any geo-

metrical effects.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Pure gases

Results at different gas pressures for the measured amplitudes Ap and

A^u as- well as the absolute total amplitudes are given in Table I. See

also Fig. 3- It is to be noted that in Kr and Xe the measured muon ampli-

tude is just the wall signal and hence one can conclude 100% Mu formation

in these cases; just the opposite situation prevails in He and in Ne.

Although the amplitudes are strongly pressure dependent, the relative frac-

tions calculated from these amplitudes are not [Eq. (3)]. These pressure-

independent fractions are given in Table II, along with the fractions

similarly determined for the noble gases by Stambaugh et at. at much higher

pressures.17 By and large the agreement is good giving confidence in the

method used to account for wall signal contributions [Au= fi^(obs) - AM(walIs)].

The Mu fractions f^u are also compared in Table II with expectations for

H atom formation from proton charge exchange studies3>** extrapolated to

thermal energies. Differences between f^u and f^ may be an indication of

hot atom reactions, as discussed further below.

The method used above to subtract the wall contribution from the

observed muon amplitude is certainly the correct one in determining the

relative fractions since these can be identified with charge exchange cross

sections [see Eq. C O ] and hence should be pressure independent. However,

there is some ambiguity in just how to best define the absolute amplitude,

^abs» since this is markedly dependent on stopping pressure. One extreme is

to subtract the wall contribution just as in defining the fractions them-

selves; this supposes that these u + reach the walls before encountering any

charge exchange processes. The other extreme is to include the wall con-

tribution and hence define A ab s in term of A^(obs); this supposes that these

(j+ strike the walls after (or during) the charge exchange regime. The truth

probably lies somewhere in between and we have elected to quote Aa|,s values

in Table I (and following) as an average of these two extremes. In fact,
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this makes only an appreciable difference (±20?;) in the case of low pres-

sure helium and neon, since the wall amplitudes are at the few per cent

level in all other cases, we have studied.

B. Muonium formation in doped rare gases

The study of muonium formation in gas mixtures is interesting in that

it provides additional information on the mechanisms of charge exchange

and perhaps also on hot atom reactions. Previous studies of this nature

have been carried out by Stambaugh et at,, but again at relatively high

moderator pressures in He and Ne and only at two different partial pressures

of added Xe. 1 7 In the present study Ne was chosen preferentially as an

inert moderator since it has essentially no muonium formation (Table II)

and, unlike helium, it provides a good muon stopping density at low

pressures. Complete studies (up to 5 different partial pressures) were

carried out for Ne doped with Ar, Xe, CHi,, and NH3. Partial results were

also obtained for Xe and NH3 in He. Figure k shows the effect of adding

trace amount of dopant gas on the experimental signal; the pSR signal in pure

Ne (top, 1.2 atm) is markedly reduced in amplitude upon the addition of

0.19 torr Xe (200 ppm). The same effect is seen with the addition of Ar

although in this case much more is required since (nuonium formation is not

an exothermic process in collisions with Ar. The loss of amplitude of the

muon signal (and corresponding enhancement of muonium) is attributed to epi-

thermal muonium formation. The amplitudes A^u and Ay are plotted as a

function of added dopant concentration for Xe added to Ne (Ne/Xe), Ar added

to Ne (Ne/Ar), CHt, added to Ne (Ne/CHtJ and NH3 added to Ne (Ne/NH3) in

Figs. 5 to 8, respectively; Xe, NH3, CHt, are all exothermic for Mu formation.

It can be seen that, within errors, the total asymmetry is constant. This

is confirmation that muonium formation in these systems is an epithermal

process, even though it is energetically allowed at thermal energies for Xe

(and for CHi, and NH3) . If it were a thermal process, muon i urn formation

would occur at random times leading to no coherence and hence no observable

Mu precession. Note the difference in the high concentration asymptotes.

In the case of Ne/Xe mixtures (Fig. 5 ) , there is 100% Mu formation in Xe and

hence (within errors) the u + signal goes to zero at high enough Xe concen-

trations. On the other hand, in the cases of Ne/Ar (Fig. 6), Ne/CHi, (Fig. 7)

and Ne/NH3 (Fig. 8) mixtures, the muon signal is asymptotic to the fraction
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seen in the pure dopant gases (Table II); this is particularly noticeable

in the case of Ar in Ne. It might also be pointed out that if there were

an appreciable residual wall signal in these data then all muon signals

would be asymptotic to the same value.

In gas mixtures such as Ne/Xe, Ne/NH3 or Ne/CHi,, for which the ioniza-

tion potential of the added gas is lower than that of muonium itself

(13-6 eV) , one expects large formation cross sections (OIQ i, 10" 1 5 cm 2) at

low energies, at the end of the charge exchange regime. Thus, e.g. in

Figs. 5, 7 and 8, Mu formation typical of the pure dopant is seen at a con-

centration of only 500 ppm in neon. In a helium moderator the effect is

qualitatively the same although it takes relatively more Xe or NH3 in He

than in a Ne moderator. This is a reflection of the enhanced moderator

efficiency of He compared to neon. The same effect had been seen in the

earlier study of Ref. 17- The level of sensitivity seen at small concentra-

tions of some dopant "impurity" gas necessitates special care in purifying

He and Ne in order to obtain the optimum signal in these gases. When the

dopant gas has a higher ionization potential than muonium, the rise of f^u

as a function of concentration is more gradual. This is dramatically

illustrated in the case of argon in neon in Fig. 6, where complete muonium

formation requires much larger concentrations than in the case of xenon.

This difference is a reflection of the fact that the electron capture cross

sections of low energy u + in argon are much smaller than in xenon (or in

ammonia or methane) and are comparable to neon itself.

IV. DISCUSSION

A. Primer on muon (proton) charge exchange

Muonium can simply be regarded as an isotope of hydrogen and hence Mu

formation in gases can generally be understood in terms of well established

concepts of proton charge exchange.3"9 As a muon (proton) thermalizes in a

gas it passes through three broad regimes of energy loss. The first is at

high energies where the muon loses most of its initial energy (after tra-

versing beam line windows and plastic scinti I lator) of 55 2.5 MeV through

Bethe-Bloch type ionization of the material it is slowing down in. During

this process no appreciable amount of muonium forms. This process dominates

until u + energies of about 35 keV are reached. At this energy the muon

velocity is comparable to the outer orbital electron velocities of the



moderator (c.f. ~300 keV for protons), defining then the onset of Mu forma-

tion through a series of electron capture and loss cycles. In this second

regime, from about 35 keV to about 50 eV (or ~450 eV for protons), the muon

undergoes a series of charge exchange cycles, u + e~ t Mu, spending an

appreciable amount of its time as a muonium atom and ultimately emerging as

either diamagnetic muon or as muonium. In this regime, the cross section

for muonium formation ( O J O ) is expected to peak at an energy given by the

"adiabatic criterion" introduced by Massey.29 This energy is about 150 eV

for the y + in a gas like Ar or N2 (c.f. 1.3 keV for the proton or about

'•.O keV for the triton). When the muon is at a low enough energy U 5 0 eV),

charge exchange no longer happens and the \i+ or the Mu atom enters the

third regime where thermalization occurs via elastic and inelastic

col Ii s ions.

For an incident beam of +1 charge (muon or proton), the fractions of

neutral (fg) and charged (fj) species formed at energy E in the gas can be

represented by

M E ) - f - °01 and fo(E) = fHu = °10 W

where 010 and OQI are the cross sections for electron capture and loss,

respectively. In Eqs. (A) one expects the muon and proton fractions to be

the same at energy E^ = 1/9 E p; i.e., equal cross sections at equal

velocities. This simple scaling is certainly justified at proton energies

of £.100 keV and Born approximation calculations agree well with the classi-

cal Thomas model for charge exchange in this energy region.5>fi'30'31 Even

at lower energies (~J keV protons) charge exchange cross sections are ex-

pected to be mass independent although with considerably different velocity

dependences than seen at higher energies. 2 9* 3 2 It is not so clear, however,

just how low in energy one can expect strictly velocity-dependent charge

exchange cross sections to be operative. In this regard, the p + data pro-

vide a useful complement to the proton since it actually stops in the gas,

thereby probing charge exchange right down to thermal energies. The frac-

tions of neutral muonium expected based on the corresponding H atom frac-

tions, ftf, have been given in Table II.

It should be noted that the present experiments, and also with rare
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exceptions 3 3 the proton transmission experiments with which they are com-

pared, do not distinguish electron pickup from different shells nor is

ground state capture distinguishable from capture to excited atomic states

(n > 1). In general though Mu formation should be dominated by outer

shell electron capture at the energies of interest34 and capture to

excited states is expected to be a small effect, scaling by about 1/n3.-5

It is convenient to divide the total slowing down time of the \i+ in

the gas also into three time domains, corresponding to the different energy

domains mentioned above. In the high-energy Bethe-Bloch domain where

ionization processes dominate, proton stopping powers are well known 3 6 so

that the time "ti" can be straightforwardly calculated for the p + to slow

down to say 35 keV (300 keV equivalent proton velocity). For example, >•-.

Ar at 1 atm pressure, t\ = 1A ns (inversely dependent on the electron

density and the pressure of the gas). At about 35 keV, the p + enters the

charge exchange domain losing a minimum energy in each cycle essentially

equivalent to the ionization potential of the moderator. The time "t n"

spent as a neutral in this second regime can be conveniently expressed as 9

where Po is 1 atm, T o is 273 K, v p(E) is the speed of the particle at

energy E and fo(E) is the neutral fraction at that energy [Eq. (4)]. This

time depends simply upon the pressure and temperature of the target gas

and has an asymptotic behaviour dependent upon the lower energy limit Ef.

In general both dE/dx and cross section data for protons are well known

only down to about 9 keV (1 keV y +) and this limit for Ef is then taken

for the purpose of comparison between different gases. These calculated

times are given in Table III at representative pressures for those gases

where complete dE/dx data are available. The total time taken in this

regime, "t2", will not be weighted by fo(E) in Eq. (5) and hence will be

greater than tn itself, typically by about a factor of three, yielding a

total time t2 of order 0.1 ns. 9

The number of charge-changing cycles Nc is an integral over the

corresponding stopping cross sections, rising rapidly as the muon (proton)
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slows down from high energies and then asymptotically levelling off at low

energies. 9' 1 3' 1 7 Results for H2, N2 and the noble gases assuming an ini-

tial energy of 35 keV and a final energy of 1 keV u + (extending this to

lower energies has little effect) are also given in Table III. On

average, we see that the y + undergoes about 80 charge/changing cycles. The

actual energy at which no further charge exchange occur is not well estab-

lished but can be estimated from the condition: (dNc/dE) • E<1, using

extrapolated proton ranges and cross sections; e.g., in Ar, (dNc/dE) ~

0.03 eV"1 at 30 eV while in He it is~0.01 eV"1 at 90 eV. Thus, for the

muon, at about 50 eV on average no further oyolia charge exchange is

expected which means that the muon emerges from a series of charge exchange

cycles at this energy as either a diamagnetic muon or Mu. It is to be

noted then that stable muonium forms at fairly low energies in the gas;

the corresponding energy for the proton would be ~A50 eV and for the triton

~l400 eV, depending on the moderator. It is in this energy region down to

near thermal energies where hot atom/ion reactions may be important, as

referred to again in the subsequent discussion. For the purpose of the

later discussion, it is also worth noting here that if the integral in

Eq. (5) is extended down to Ef ~ 50 eV, then tn ~ 0.08 ns at 1 atm pressure

in a reasonably dense qas like Ar or Nj.

In the third and final energy-time regime down to Ef = 3/2 kjjT the

remaining energy loss is expected to be primarily by elastic collisions,

at least for the rate gases. Assuming an average scattering angle of 90°,

one obtains for the integrated time "t3"

1 1 \

Ef"* Ej-5/

where M is the mass of the moderator gas of density n (atoms c c " 1 ) , m the

mass of the stopping particle and 0 is some effective cross section. As

expected, the heavier the moderator gas, the less efficient it is in

thermalizing the muons by elastic col Iisions. The same effect contributes

in the charge exchange regime as well. These times are also compared for

the rare gases in Table III, assuming Ej = 50 eV and Ef = 0.035 eV (300 K)

and with an (energy-independent) cross section of 10" 1 5 cm2. This value

is typical for H atom elastic scattering on light atoms or molecules at

fairly low energies. 2 9' 3 7



Finally, it must be emphasized that there are no clear-cut boundaries

to the energy regimes in the slowing-down process and that the overlap,

especially of the charge changing and elastic collision thermalization

processes, is vital to the understanding of the final muonium formation

fractions and asymmetries in various gases. The total slowing-down time

ti + t2 + t3 from Table III is of order 30 ns in a gas like Ar at 1 atm

pressure; the inclusion of inelastic processes in molecular gases, as well

as the possibility of electronic excitation at higher energies, may serve

to make these times considerably shorter. Detailed calculations of the

type carried out by Mozumder38 for electron thermalization times would be

extremely valuable. It is of interest to note that the fastest time the

muon can slow down is given by R/v;, where R is the mean range in the gas

and VJ the initial velocity. For example, in 1 atm Ar this time is about

10 ns; in condensed matter it would be about 0.01 ns.

B. The observed amplitude for muonium

The marked pressure dependence seen in the p+/Mu amplitudes of

Table I - typically a factor of 2 or 3 for the same change in pressure -

is a result of Mu formation and concomitant muon depolarization during the

charge exchange regime. Consequently, the time scale for this process

must be comparable to the time scale for neutralization in the charge

exchange regime.

B.I Time dependence of the u + polarization

Since the u + is initially 100% spin polarized (a^) but the captured

electron is not, muonium forms initially in parallel (|otuae>) and anti-

parallel (|ap3e>) states with equal probability. In zero magnetic fields,

the parallel ("triplet") state is an eigenstate of the isotropic

Hami1 tonian:

H = geeeSe-B - g ^ u V B + A V i p • (7)

The field-dependent eigenvalues for muonium are given in the familiar Breit-

Rabi diagram in Fig. 9. The antiparallel state is not, however, an eigen-

state, oscillating instead between |auPe> = -^ t|l0>+|00>] and |0(Jae> *

-J- [|l0>-|00>] at the hyperfine frequency A/h = v0 = M 6 3 . 3 MHz (|FMF>
/2
represent the usual hyperfine coupled quantum numbers). Consequently, the
formation of antiparallel ("singlet") muonium for sufficiently long times
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effectively depolarizes the positive muon, since experimental time resolu-

tions are typically ~1 ns, much longer than l/vQ = 0.22 ns.

In a transverse magnetic field (with respect to the y + spin), neither

the parallel nor antiparallel states are eigenstates but these can be ex-

pressed in terms of the eigenstates of the HamiItonian by a suitable

transformat ion. 1' »21*"26 The time and field dependence of the y + polariza-

tion in muoniurn then has the form

where the uj.-'s (ID = 2irv) are defined in Fig. 9 and 6 = X/\j]+X2; X is the

di^iens ionless ratio H/H o, where H is the applied field and H o = 1585 G is

the contact field of the u+ at the electron (cf. 503 G for the H ato m ) . In

moderate magnetic fields, H ^ 200 G, 6 is approximately zero and there are

four allowed (AM = ±1) transition frequencies; but, both \)m and V34 are

comparable to v 0 ( M 6 3 MHz) and hence are not resolvable with the 1 ns (or

longer) time resolution of a typical yS'R experiment. Consequently, only

the frequencies \>\2 and V23 are seen. From Eq. (8) , the real part of the

time dependence of the muon polarization in muoniunt in moderately weak mag-

netic fields can be written approximately in the form

« j coso)Mut(cosflt + cos(w 0+«)t) , (9)

where <D M U = 2TIV^ U is the radial frequency of coherent Mu, u>0 = 2nv 0 is the

Mu hyperfine frequency (2.8 x I 0 1 0 rad s"1) and il « < D M U / U ) 0 is a "beat

frequency" characteristic of two frequency muonium p r e c e s s i o n . 2 4 ~ 2 6 > 3 9

The first term of Eq. (9) can be identified with the original parallel

fraction (c^ag) of muonium formed and the second term with the original

antiparallel fraction (a^Sg). In magnetic fields of interest, u>0 >> u>Mu

>> ft and the second term of Eq. (9) averages to zero at observation times

and hence is responsible for depolarization of half of the muon ensemble.

This is the situation in the third and final stage of thermalization where

slowing down times are of order 10 ns (Table III). This situation is made

clearer with reference to Fig. 10 which presents the exact dependence

represented by Eq. (8) at very early times in a field of 100 G; the approxi-

mate form of Eq. (9) yields virtually the same result on this time scale.

The fast oscillations in Fig. 10 are due to 1/vQ (0.22 ns) while the slow
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modulation is essentially due to 1 / V M U (7-1 ns at 100 G ) . The fast oscil-

lations are not observed in the experiment. In weak magnetic fields, B ^

10 G, il •* 0 (vi2 ar|d V23 become degenerate, Fig. 9) giving rise to the

Larmor precession fren.'j'.ncy of triplet muonium, v^ u = 1.39 x B(G) MHz.

This is the basic form of the MSR signal described earlier [Eq. (2),

Figs. i,3]. Classically, the loss of so-called singlet muonium can be

identified with its zero spin and hence zero precession in the applied

field.

B.2 Pressure-dependent muonium formation

At the other end of the time scale, at very early times, only the

second term of Eq. (9) and, indeed, just its cosiu0t dependence will be

important. In particular, singlet Mu formed in the charge exchange regime

for a time sufficiently long for the ji+-e~ hyperfine interaction to mix

states, will cause additional loss of muon polarization. This situation

can again be appreciated with reference to Fig. 10 but for a time regime

compressed by about a factor of ten. The question of relevance here is,

how many charge exchange cycles are important in determining the final

p +/Mu polarization? In total, there are something like 80 charge exchange

cycles as the muon slows from 35 keV to 1 keV in a time ~ 0 . 0 5 ns

(Table III). Thus, on average, the time per cycle i s ~ 0 . 6 ps, <<l/v 0, and

hence far too short to account for any depolarization of the muon. On the

other hand, the time per cycle will certainly be longer at the lower

energy end of the charge exchange domain. Moreover, the energy regime

where charge exchange cycles are important extends down to well below

100 eV and probably down to 20 or 30 eV in those moderators for which Mu

formation is an exothermic process. It will only be the last few cycles

(perhaps only the very last cycle) which determine the u +/Mu amplitude.

Lacking detailed knowledge on how to calculate the correct correlation time

for this muon depolarization, we will assume it can be represented by an

average of cosu>0t over the time interval spent in the singlet Mu state:

sinto 0t • / i n v
<cosiDnt> = . (10)

uot

As long as this time, " t s " , is smal l , there is little or no d e p o l a r i z a t i o n ;

e.g., if t s = I O ~ " s, cosu)0t = 0.98 and ess e n t i a l l y all of the d e p o l a r i -

tion is retained. This is ap p r o x i m a t e l y the case for 2.8 atm argon w h e r e
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A ab s is Sb%, from which one can estimate ts = 1.6 * 10"1' s. Since this

time is inversely proportional to pressure, it can be predicted that at

1 atm pressure ts should be k.k x I0"11 s and hence A ab s at 1 atm should be

7t>%, in good agreement with the experimental value. It is assumed that

those muons in triplet Mu retain their full polarization and hence the

total time, tn, spent as a neutral should be just twice ts. Table IV

shows these estimated times and predicted A ab s for the data from Table I

and the agreement is satisfactory, considering the simplicity inherent in

the model - the trends in each case are well reproduced. It is probable

that, at very low pressures, the argument of sinuot changes too rapidly to

be meaningful. Nevertheless, this type of estimate is useful although it

would clearly be desirable to have detailed theoretical calculations along

the lines calculated in Ref. 40. In general, though, it can be concluded

that the tine spent as a neutral (tn = 2ts) in the charge exchange regime

varies from about 0.02 to about 0.20 ns, depending primarily on the gas

pressure charge density. Such information cannot be obtained from proton

charge exchange data. These estimates are invariably larger than the

calculations reported in Table III based on proton data down to 1 keV muon

energy but are consistent with an evaluation of the integral in Eq. (5)

using extrapolated proton data down to a lower energy limit of 50 eV.

It is clear tnat the slowing down times in the charge exchange regime

are of sufficient magnitude to significantly depolarize the muon, particu-

larly at pressures lower than I atm. This conclusion is in contrast to

initial speculation.21* >25 It should be noted that the level of paramagnetic

impurities in the gas (e.g., O2) is negligibly small so that electron spin-

exchange cannot be a source of JJ+ depolarization.28 As mentioned already,

it must be only the last few charge exchange cycles where depolarization

occurs and correspondingly it is the accompanying cross sections at low

energy which are most important in determining the amount of polarized

muoniurn formed.

Supporting evidence for this comes from measurements in doped rare

gases (Figs. 5, 7 and 8 ) ; the addition of low ionization potential (<13-6 eV)

dopants at the 100 ppm level can only be effective if there is a relatively

long time between collisions, thereby enhancing the probability of the muon

finding a Xe atom in a bath of Ne atoms for example. This process occurs
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after the p +/Mu has passed through the charge exchange regime with the Ne

bath; i.e., at energies ^50 eV. At these energies the \i+ or Mu probably

undergoes several elastic and inelastic collisions which do not involve

charge exchange (with the added Xe) and the time between successive charge

exchange collisions increases. A quantitative calculation of this time

and/or of the cross section involved is not easy to arrive at but a rough

estimate can be made. The data exhibit an exponential dependence of the

muon amplitude on the concentration of added dopant (e.g., Ne/Xe in Fig. 5 ) •

This is expected since the change in amplitude, A p, in path length x as

the muon slows down in the gas can be interpreted in terms of an attenua-

tion law which for the present case of tiiick target yields can be approxi-

mated by the form,

A+ = A Q e -
n O x = A o e -

n a V t , (12)

where Ao is the muon amplitude in the absence of added Xe (of concentration

n) , a is some effective cross section and v" is an appropriate average

velocity to travel the length x during time t. In principle, the amplitude

of Eq. (12) should be written as a function of the path length x and the

thick target yield expressed as an integral result. A^(obs) = J A ^ M d x ;

lacking detailed knowledge of this though we replace x by its average

~x = Vt where t is the total thermal ization time in the energy interval AE

from ~50 eV to thermal energies. In this energy regime, a\Q p> °o\ so that

the cross section of Eq. (12) should be just O J O for the collision process

u + + Xe -+ Mu + Xe +. In a Ne moderator, if the thermali zat ion time t3 of

8.2 ns is taken from Table III then v" in this interval is 1.9 x ]0 7 cm s"1

and o is found to be 1.7 * I0" 1 5 cm2/atom. This is in qualitative agreement

with expected values of ajo for H atom formation in Xe at low energies,

particularly in view of the large uncertainties reported in the proton

data.3'1*

Table V compares the muon amplitudes Aa|jS for different gases in rela-

tion to both the number density and charge density oi these gases, assuming

it is only the "valence" electrons that are important. This is consistent

with the energetics and cross sections discussed earlier. (A slightly more

sophisticated calculation employing Slater's definition of Zeff does not

change the following interpretation appreciably.) By and large it appears

that electron density is the single most important criterion - high charge
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density (pe) means large A a b s and hence short neutralization times. How-

ever, elastic and inelastic collision processes must also be important as

evidenced by comparing Aat>s for the different rare gases or in turn com-

paring these with polyatomic gases of comparable charge density. One

would expect these effects to be most important near the low energy asymp-

tote of the charge exchange regime. Thus, for example, of the rare gases

at comparable p e , He invariably exhibits the largest amplitude because it

is most efficient at thermalization via elastic collisions. Even at a He

pressure of only 1.2 atm, which corresponds to the lowest value of p e in

Table V, the muon amplitude is essentially the same as that in Xe or Kr at

three times tha charge density; compare also Ar and Xe. With the noble

gases, there is no possibility for inelastic processes otlier than elec-

tronic excitation, which must surely have very small cross sections at

these energies. In the case of polyatomic gases, however, both vibrational

and rotational excitation are possible, serving to moderate the muon more

quickly. This effect has been alluded to previously and is also illus-

trated by the data in Table V. Thus, for example, in the case of N^ and

Ar at about the same p e , it is found that N2 always exhibits the higher

amplitude. Similarly, H^, with the second lowest charge density in Table V,

exhibits a large amplitude, although in this case H2 should also be an

efficient elastic moderator. In this regard it is interesting to note that

CHi, seems to be relatively inefficient at thermal izing the p+/Mu and the

100% amplitude seen at high pressure is probably mainly a charge density

effect (perhaps also with NH3) . These data require some detailed theoret-

ical calculations particularly in view of the fact that the kind of infor-

mation displayed is not available in proton charge exchange studies.

C. Possible hot atom processes in comparison with H atom data

In comparing the relative muonium formation fractions in a given gas

with the corresponding neutral fractions expected from proton charge

exchange given in Table II, it should be kept in mind that the muon results

are the final fractions at thermal energies whereas the proton results are

extrapolated from higher energies assuming charge equilibration [Eq. ("»)].

Nevertheless, qualitatively speaking, there is reasonably good agreement;

certainly at least the trends are well reproduced. However, with the ex-

ception of Xe and Kr, there is less Mu seen in the present study than
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expected from proton charge exchange. This may indicate some inherent

error in extrapolating available cross sections for proton charge exchange

to the thermal energy regime and/or to a basic error in those cross

sections themselves. On the other hand, particularly in the case of the

molecular gases, we can suspect hot atom reactions, exemplified by

Mu* + H2 —* M.uH + H

Mu* + NH3 —• MuNH2 + H, etc. (13)

which lead to a relative enhancement in the muon signal (a muon in any

diamagnetic .̂ iv i ronment precesses essentially as a free u+) •

What though might the explanation be in the case of He and Ne,

particularly in the case of He where there is really no Mu formed at all?

There are a number of possibilities which could account for loss of Mu in

these gases, following the charge exchange regime, such as

Mu + He(Ne) ^ - + p + + He(Ne) + e"

— Mu" + He(Ne) +

• p+He(Ne) + e - . (Hi)

At kinetic energies below 100 eV or so, the cross sections for the first

two of these processes are only of order 10" 1 0 cm2 compared to typical

elastic scattering cross sections of order 10" 1 5 cm2. Nevertheless, there

are a sufficient number of (elastic) collisions in the thermalization pro-

cess, particularly in Ne, that one of these reactions may occur. This

could again be considered as a type of hot atom reaction. The last

reaction, forming a molecular ion, may also occur. Certainly data on the

thermal relaxation of the pSR signal is strongly indicative of the

presence of such molecular ions, but it does not reveal the mechanism for

their production. 1 3' 2 1

The energies at which one might expect hot Mu abstraction or substi-

tution reactions of the type represented by Eqs. (13) to be important are

not well known. Since Mu formation itself begins at about 35 keV, hot

reactions might also begin at these energies but it is unlikely that such

reactions can be competitive with charge exchange and/or inelastic scatter-

ing during the charge exchange regime. Thus it is most likely that
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epithermal (i.e. "hot") Mu reactions begin to occur with appreciable prob-

ability near the end of the charge exchange regime, about 50 e\l; the

corresponding initial energy for hot tritium (T) reactions would be about

1^00 eV. The peak in such hot atom cross sections, however, would

probably occur below 10 eV since hot tritium reactions (from nuclear

recoil sources) are expected to show peaks in cross section in the 10 eV

range41 and, moreover, there is considerable mismatch between initial and

final momenta for Mu compared to tritium. This in turn suggests relative-

ly small cross sections for hot Mu compared to hot T reactions. Such

reactions do provide though a ready explanation for the reduced Mu frac-

tions seen, particularly in the cases of H^, NH3 and Ch\, but it is diffi-

cult to arrive at a quantitative statement. The fact that for NH3 and CHi,

there is less than 100% Mu found is regarded as particularly significant,

since these cases are exothermic for Mu formation.

Traditionally, in liquid phase muonium chemistry, epithermal or early

time processes can be distinguished from thermal reaction rates by a

measurement of the concentration or field dependence of the "residual"

muon polarization!2 »llt > 1 5> 2 4 But charge exchange and hot atom (or ion)

reactions are both early time processes and hence their relative contribu-

tions to the experimental signal are not easily separated. It is, however,

an interesting area for further study. Not only would the study of muonium

hot atom reactions in the gas phase be interesting in its own right, from

the point of view of isotope effects on reactivity integrals,42 but also

an appreciation of the significance of these reactions is important

towards resolving the current controversy of hot vs. spur processes sur-

rounding the interpretation of muon formation in 1 iquids. l 4»' s > 1 ( 3

D. Comparison with other experiments

0.1 Muonium formation in condensed media

The fractions of muon and muonium found in the present gas phase

studies are compared with those similarly determined in condensed media

in Table VI, for those cases in which both sets of data are available -

the noble gases (except Ne) and also water. The fractions utilized in

Table VI are the "absolute fractions" (f^) which are commonly used in

condensed media studies and defined in terms of a 100% p + signal in CCIt,
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(or Al); hence f + ffj < 1. It is then the missing or "lost" fraction

(f|_) which is of interest. The fractions f̂  expected from proton charge

exchange are also given for completeness. In gases, it is generally

rather meaningless to talk about such missing fractions since, as demon-

strated in Sec. B above, the absolute asymmetry Aa^s and hence f|_ is a

strong function of the moderator pressure. Nevertheless it is convenient-

ly introduced at this point for comparative purposes. The trend exhibited

by the data in Table I and the assumption made in Table VI is that fL(gas)

•* zero in the limit of high pressure, which would be the expected result

for condensed media (where the total slowing down times must be on the

order of I ps). For the noble gases it can be seen that only in the case

of He is there good agreement between the gas and condensed phases. In

general, there is always a large missing fraction in the condensed phase,

particularly in liquids. On the other hand, if the lost fraction

represents depolarized Mu, as has been suggested at least in the case of

water12'14 (which could not be the result of the charge exchange process),

then, in fact, the initial Mu fractions are rather similar in the gas and

condensed phases. It is to be noted that there appears to be two Mu

components in both liquid Ar and solid Kr, one of which, particularly in

liquid Ar, has a very fast relaxation.39 In general, Mu relaxation rates

are much faster in the condensed phase, presumably attributable to the

dipole interaction of muonium with nuclear moments, an effect which is

motionally averaged in the gas phase because of rapid Mu diffusion. How-

ever, these fast relaxations (up to 19 ys"1) introduce considerable error

in the stated condensed phase fractions, which must be kept in mind when

comparing the results in Table VI. We are currently pursuing studies of

Mu formation in different vapors in order to provide a detailed comparison

with corresponding liquid phase resul ts.11*'15'1*3

D.2 Comparison with positronium formation

The positron and its positronium atom (e+e") have at times been though

of as an analogous system to hydrogen1*5 but the analogy is a poor one. The

reduced mass of the positronium atom (Ps) is only half of the value in H or

Mu and correspondingly the (gas phase) ionization potential is only 6.8 eV.

In no way can positronium be regarded as an isotope of hydrogen! It is

nevertheless of some interest to compare the present results for Mu forma-

tion with those of Ps formation in the same gases. Positronium formation
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has been extensively studied in the noble gases ,1*6 •t|7 as well as in some

molecular gases.1*8 Data for the total fraction of Ps formed (i.e. both

ortho and para Ps) in the noble gases and in N2 are compared with the

corresponding muonium fractions in Table VII. The expected H atom frac-

tions from Table II are also given. A glance at this table reveals very

large differences between the positroniurn (fps) and muonium (f^u) frac-

tions - Ps forms in all the rare gases, unlike Mu (or H) and in addition

shows quite the opposite trends compared to Mu in those gases where both

are found. Similarly in N2.

Positronium formation in a gas has traditionally been described in

terms of the "Ore gap" model .l>5>1*6 In this model, for energies E > Ej,

the ionization potential of the moderator, ionization and other inelastic

cross sections are stated to be much larger than charge exchange so that

Ps formation does not compete. Assuming a uniform energy distribution

then, the maximum fraction of e + forming Ps is simply given by fmax -

6.8/Ej (13.6 for Mu). The minimum fraction is determined by the position

of the lowest electronic excited level of the gas, Ex. such that

f mj n = (Ex-E-r)/Ex where Ej is the energy defect or threshold energy for

Ps formation (Ej = Ej - 6.8 eV, vs. Ej - 13.6 eV for Mu). Hence Ps is

expected to form in the "gap" between Ej and Ey with fractions in the

range between f m a x and f m j n . These fractions for both Ps and Mo are also

given in Table VII. In the case of Ps formation, f P s for He, Ne and Ar is

within the range predicted by the Ore model (which is the best that can be

expected of it), but this model fails badly for Kr and particularly Xe.

Some improvement for Kr is obtained if a uniform momentum distribution is

used, but at the expense of worsening the agreement with the lower mass

gases.^ It is curious to note that just the opposite prevails for Mu

formation — f^u is within the (narrow) Ore limits for the heavier gases

but these limits fail very badly for He and Ne, where something like 50%

Mu formation is expected and essentially none is observed. The Ore model

clearly has no general validity. The comparisons in Table VII simply

reveal further that the muon and the proton exhibit an isotopic similarity

in contradistinction to the positron. It would be interesting though to

have some theoretical insight into the specific reasons for their

differences.
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V. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The positive muon in its thermalizaticn process in the gas phase

behaves similarly to the proton (but not the positron), as expected for

isotopes where charge exchange cross sections should be equal at equal

velocities. Particularly in the polyatomic gases H2, NH3 and CHt, there is

relatively less muonium formed than expected from H atom formation and

correspondingly a larger diamagnetic muon signal, indicating the possi-

bility of competing hot atom reactions of the Mu atom. This is an

interesting area for further study, not only for comparison with hot

tritium reactions but also as a guideline for understanding the origin of

muonium fractions measured in condensed media.

A general feature of this work has been the observation that the

experimental amplitude of the y+SR or MSR signal is strongly pressure

dependent, being larger at higher pressures and generally larger also in

polyatomic gases. This can only be true if the time spent during the

charge exchange regime is comparable to the inverse of the hyperfine

frequency, l/v0 = 0.22 ns. Times for charge exchange of this order (at

1 atm pressure) mean that it is only the last one or two lowest energy

charge exchange cycles (out of approximately 80) which ultimately determine

the muonium formation fraction, not the energy at which the cross section

peaks (200 eV in a gas like Ar). These times can be calculated but the

cross sections for charge exchange in the low energy regime are not well

known. The present experiments represent the first direct measurements

which could in turn be used to extract information on these cross sections.
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Table I. Pressure dependent p+ and Mu amplitudes in different gases.

Target
Gas

He

Ne

Ar

Kr

Xe

H2

N2

CH,,

NH3

Pressure . / . »a)
, % A,,(obs) '
(atm) VJ

1.2
2.7
3.1

0.80
1.2
1.6
2.0

1.0
2.0
2.4
2.8

0.40
0.65
0.95

0.40
0.60
0.65

3.1

1.0
2.4

1.2
3.0

2.8

O.I54+O.OO4
0.210+0.003
0.222*0.002

0.100+0.002
0.170+0.002e)

0.255*0.003
0.300*0.002

0.071*0.004
0.092*0.003
0.100*0.003
0.095*0.002

0.065*0.004
0.020*0.003
0.020+0.003

O.O46+O.OO3
~0.04
0.040*0.010

0.126*0.008

0.045*0.003
0.076*0.002

0.037*0.002
0.058+0.002

0.040*0.004

Ap(Walls)
b)

0.085
0.070
0.035

0.03
0.005
0.015
0.009

0.009
0.005
<0.005
<0.005

0.065
0.020
0.020

0.046
~0.04
0.040

~0.02

0.005
<0.005

0.005
<0.005

<0.005

0.0
0.0
0.0

~0.02

0.005*0.005e)

0.01510.005
0.027*0.002

0.100*0.003
0.111*0.004
0.130*0.004
O.143+O.OO3

O.O40+O.0O4
0.086+0.004
0.120+0.006

0.050+0.003
0.070+0.10
0.089*0.006

0.086*0.008

0.125*0.007
0.171*0.004

0.110±0.004

0.180*0.005

O.l82±O.OO3

0.07
0.13
0.19

0.11
0.18
0.27
0.34

0.26
0.31
O.36
O.38

0.08
0.17
0.24

0.10
0.14
0.18

0.28

0.29
0.41

0.25
0.41

0.40

31

48

59

28
41
62
82

72
85
90
96

32
50
68

36
48
58

82

92
100

63
100

100

a'Experimental ly observed y+ and Mu amplitudes.
^^Contribution to Ap(obs) from walls at stated pressure.

| ) ( )
p) p

Ap + 2AMu> where Ap = Ap(obs) - Av,(walls).
A ^ A f i l d i i

C

j|ATot p p p v
Aabs = ATot^AAl f ° r same experimental conditions.

e>Obtained with research grade (99.99% Ne).
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Table II. Relative fractions (in percent) of muonium (f|»|u) and of dia-
magnetic n+ (fp) found in different gases.

Target
Gas

He

Ne

Ar

Kr

Xe

H2

N2

NH3

CH4

Pressure or range
in pressure (atm)

1.2 - S.I
50a>

1.2
26a)

1.0 ± 2.8
30a>

0.4 - 0.95

0.4 - 0.65
4.4a>

3.0

1.0 - 2.4

2.8

1.2 - 3.0

1 0 0 - 1
99 + 5

93 ± 5C)

100 + 2

26 + 4
35 ± 5

0 + 5

0 + 4
10 ± 5

39 ± 4

16 ± 4

9 + 4

13 + 4

0
1

7
0

74
65

100

100

61

84

91

87

fMu

+ 1
± 5

+ 5C>
+ 2

± 4
+ 5

- 5

- 4
100

± 4

± 4

+ 4

± 4

fHb )

15

20

85

100

100

95

90

100

100

a'Higher pressure values from earlier study of Stambaugh et al. (Ref. 17).
^Expected neutral fraction from proton charge exchange studies (Refs. 3,4).
c'Taken from the research grade Ne result of Table I which gives the most

reliable \i* and Mu amplitude.
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Table III. Number of charge-changing cycles and slowing down times for
the y+ in gases.

Gas

He

Ne

Ar

Kr

Xe

H2
N2

111

53

76

95

no data

71
77

Pressure (atm)

3-1

1.2

1.0

0.8

0.6

3.1

1.0

tj(ns)b>

30

18

14

10

11

30

18

tn(ns)
c>

0.077

no data

0.014

0.014

*0.0l4e>

0.043

0.030

t3(ns)d)

0.63

8.2

19.1

50.2

101

0.32

13.4

a^Ej > 35 keV, Ef = I keV, except in case of Ne where available proton
data extend down only to an equivalent 4.4 MeV u+ energy.

b)Bethe-Bloch ionization, from 3 MeV to 35 keV.
c^Time spent as neutral during the charge exchange regime, from 35 keV

to I keV. The actual total time t2 spent in this region would be a
factor of 2-3 longer.

d'Final thermalization time from 50 eV to 0.035 eV (300K) assuming
elastic collisions only and an energy independent cross section of
10" 1 5 cm2.

e)Complete data not available, but tn expected to be less than in Kr.
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Table IV. Total muon (pressure dependent) amplitudes and singlet de-
polarization times, ts.

Gas
Pressure

(atm)
t s(ns)

b ) A p r e d i c t e dc> t n(ns)
d )

He

Ne

Ar

Kr

Xe

H2

N2

CH,

NH3

1.2
2.7
3.1

0.8
1.2
1.6
2.0

1.0
2.0
2.4
2.8

0.40
0.65
0.95

0.40
0.60
n.65

3.1

1.0
2.4

1.2
3.0

2.8

31
48
59
28.
41
62
82

72
85
90
96

32
50
68

36
48
58

82

92
100

63
100
100

0.15
0.068
0.060e)

0.095
0.063
0.048
O.O38e>

0.044
0.022
0.018
0.016e>

0.12e»
0.073
O.O52e)

0.10e>
0.068
0.06le>

O.O37e)

0.025e>
0.010

O.O57e)

*0.0.

. f)
50
59e)

17
56
72
826)

76
93
95

-f)
44
68e>

50
58e>

82e)

92e>
99

63e'f)

0.30
0.14
0.12

0.19
0.12
0.10
0.076

0.088
0.044
0.036
0.032

0.24
0.15
0.10

0.20
0.14
0.12

0.074

0.050
0.020

0.11
<0.02

<0.02

a'Total absolute amplitudes from Table I.
b'Calculated from Eq. (II), normalizing in each case to a given pressure

and observed amplitude and then calculating ts from a ratio of pressures.
c^Using the calculated times ts and Eq. (II).
d) Total Mu neutralization time assumed to be twice ts.
e)Normalized value of Aa(jS and hence calculated ts.
') Either pressure too low or A a^ s 100% and so calculation is not meaning-

ful ; hence as in e ) .
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Table V. Muon amplitudes and densities for gases.

Gas Pressure
(a tin) i(g/*)a> p e(e/cc*10

20) b> A a b 5 ( % )
c > tn(ns)

c>

He
H2

Ne
He
Kr
Xe
Ar
N2

CĤ
Xe
Ne
Ar
NH3
N2

CH4

1.2
3.1
0.80
3.1
0.40
0.40
1.0
1.0
1.2
0.65
2.0
2.8
2.8
2.4
3.0

0.22(0.33)
0.24(0.72)
0.65(0.20)
0.55(0.83)
1.4 (0.10)
2.1 (0.10)
1.6 (0.2<0
1.1 (0.2*0
0.78(0.30)
3-6 (0.17)
1.6 (0.50)
4.5 (0.68)
1.9 (0.66)
2.6 (0.56)
2.0 (0.75)

0.66
1.4
1.6
1.7
1.8
1.8
2.0
2.4
2.4
3.0
4.0
5.4
5.4
5.6
5-9

31
82
28
59
32
36
72
92
63
58
82
96

100
100
100

0.30
0.074
0.19
0.12
0.24
0.20
0.088
0.050
0.11
0.12
0.076
0.032

<0.02
0.020

<0.02

a'Calculated density in g/£ assuming ideal gas law. The number density
in cm"3 (x|020) is given in parenthesis.

charge density in e"/cc assuming valence electrons only.
OFrom Table I.

Table VI. Absolute fractions (%) for muoniurn formation in gases com-
pared with condensed media.

Target

He

Ar

Kr

Xe

H20

Medi urn

liquidb>

gas
l i q u i d 0 '
sol id

gas
1iquid
sol id

gas
1iquid
sol id

gasd>
1iquide>
sol id

26
1.6
0.8

0
6.5
1.4

0
3.3
5.0

5
62
48

ft

100
£90

± 4
i 1.0
± 0.2

+ 5
± 0.1
± 1.8

+ 4
± 0.8
* 3.3
+ 10

± I
+ 1

fMu

0

74 ± 4
97 * 30
91 * 9

100 - 5
57 ± 10

100 - 10

1 0 0 - 4
43 i 9
79 ± 25

90 ± 10
20 i 1
52 ± 2

1

•i

3
8

36
0

54
16

18

0

0
+
+

0

+

0
+
±

0
±

0

29
9

10
10

10
28

•

f H

15

85

100

100

100

a'Gas phase data from Table II, this paper.
b>From Crane et al. (Ref. 44).
c^Ar, Kr, Xe condensed phases from Kief I et al. (Ref. 39).
d) Prel iminary data from TRIUMF, D.J. Arseneauet al.
) condensed phases from Percival et al. (Ref. 14).
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Table VII. Positronium and muonium formation fractions and ore gap pre-
dictions in gases.

,1 Posi tronium Muonium H>
Gas ' - M e V ) a ) - 7 ^ fBlnW fmax -p^d f m I nW fmax ,„«•>

0.28 0 0.45 0.56 0.15

0.32 0.06+0.05 0.51 0.63 0.20

0.43 O.74±0.O4 0.81 0.86 0.85

0.49 1.0 -0.05 0.95 0.97 1.0

0.56 1.0 -0.04 1.0 1.0 1.0

0.34+0.02f) 0.43 0.44 O.84±O.O4 0.60 0.87 0.90

a)The ionization potential of the gas in eV.
k'Ore gap predictions assuming a uniform energy distribution.
c*Present data, Table II.
d*Neutral H atom fraction expected from proton charge exchange (Table II).
e) Ps formation in rare gases from Coleman et at. (Ref. 46). No errors given.
V From Sharma and McNutt (Ref. 48).

He

Ne

Ar

Kr

Xe'

N2

24.5

21.6

15.8

14.0

12.1

15.6

0.24e>

0.26

0.33

0.19

0.07

0.10
0.10

0.23

0.27
0.36
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Figure Captions

1. Time histogram of muon precession in room temperature Ar at 2.k atm

in a transverse magnetic field of 75 G. The curve is a x2 fit to the

data.

2. Time histogram of muonium precession for the condition of Fig. 1 but

in an 8 G applied field. The curve is a x2 fit.

3. The room temperature muon spin rotation (MSR) amplitude in Kr gas in

an 8 G field at a pressure of 700 Torr (top) and 300 Torr (bottom).

The curves shown are x2 fits.

'». The muon spin rotation (ySR) amplitude in pure Ne at room temperature

in a 70 L magnetic field at 1.2 atm (top) and with 200 ppm of added

Xe (bottom). The curves shown are xJ fits.

5. A plot of the uSR and MSR amplitudes, Ay (corrected for walls) and

2AMu (indicated by *) as a function of added dopant Xe concentration

in 1.2 atm Ne at room temperature. The vertical error bars shown are

the results of x2 fits to the data and are la errors. The horizontal

bars are estimates of uncertainties in the added Xe concentrations.

Note the initial value of zero Xe concentration.

6. As in Fig. 5, but for added Ar.

7. As in Fig. 5, but for added CHi^.

8. As in Fig. 5, but for added NH3.

9. Breit-Rabi diagram as a function of the dimensionless quantity H/Ho

(Ho = 1586 G) showing the energy levels of muonium in a magnetic

field. The allowed transition (precession) frequencies in a trans-

verse field are indicated. In weak fields (± 10 G ) , v t 2 and v>23
 are

degenerate, leading to characteristic coherent muonium precession.

10. Time evolution of the real part of the M + polarization in free Mu in

a 100 G transverse field. The fast oscillations at the hyper fine

frequency vQ - M63.3 MHz are not observed experimentally.
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